
 AQUAMESH® 

THE 

GALVANIZED

AFTER 

WELD

DIFFERENCE

Aquamesh® is hot dipped zinc 
galvanized after welding (GAW). 
With this process the wire is first 

welded and then pulled through a 
tank of molten zinc emerging with 

a heavy zinc coating. The weld is 
completely covered and sealed 
with zinc, protecting it from all 
harsh environmental elements 

leading to a longer lifetime of use, 
typically 5x-10x times more when 

compared to GBW products.

Other wire mesh is galvanized 
before welding (GBW). The wire 

is coated with a very thin layer of 
zinc and then welded together. 
During the welding process the 
zinc is burnt off leaving the wire 

unprotected at the weld.  The 
weld is completely exposed to all 
environmental elements causing 
premature rusting and breakage 

leading to a limited lifetime of use.

Aquamesh® Specifications

The sizes listed are the most common. All weights are approximate. Custom mesh 

sizes are available upon request. Mesh Sizes are measured center to center of wire 

before coatings are applied.

Spacing 
Cross Wires

0.5”

12.70 mm

0.5”

12.70 mm

1”

25.40 mm

1”

25.40 mm

1.5”

38.10 mm

3”

76.20 mm

2”

50.80 mm

1.5”

38.10 mm

4.5”

114.30 mm

Spacing 
Line Wires

0.5”

12.70 mm

1”

25.40 mm

1”

25.40 mm

1”

25.40 mm

1.5”

38.10 mm

3”

76.20 mm

4”

101.60 mm

1.5”

38.10 mm

4.5”

114.30 mm

Wire
Gauge

16

16

16

14

12.5

11

11

10.5

8

Nominal 
Wire Size

0.0625 in

1.59 mm

0.0625 in

1.59 mm

0.0625 in

1.59 mm

0.080 in

2.03 mm

0.099 in

2.51 mm

0.1205 in

3.06 mm

0.1205 in

3.06 mm

0.128 in

3.25 mm

0.162 in 

4.11 mm

Approx. 
Weight

63 lbs./100 sq.ft

30.76 kg./10 sq.m

49 lbs./100 sq.ft

32.92 kg./10 sq.m

33 lbs./100 sq.ft

16.11 kg./10 sq.m

57 lbs./100 sq.ft

27.83 kg./10 sq.m 

59 lbs./100 sq.ft

28.81 kg./10 sq.m

45 lbs./100 sq.ft

21.97 kg./10 sq.m

49 lbs./100 sq.ft

23.92 kg./10 sq.m

93 lbs./100 sq.ft

45.41 kg./10 sq.m

47 lbs./100 sq.ft

22.95 kg./10 sq.m



Aquamesh® by Riverdale Mills is the only marine wire in the world specifically engineered 

for ocean use. Invented by Riverdale in 1979, Aquamesh® was the first wire designed to 

withstand the harshest subsea conditions and was made exclusively for the fishing industry. It 

is made using our proprietary Galvanizing After Welding and automated PVC coating process 

that sets Aquamesh® apart from its competitors. Aquamesh® is manufactured and tested at 

our Northbridge, Massachusetts plant, allowing us to provide cost-effective solutions that can 

be easily customized to fit your exact needs.

What is galvanizing?
Galvanizing is a process which applies a zinc coating to steel to resist corrosion and 

weathering. Riverdale manufactures its wire mesh using the hot-dip galvanizing or HDG 

process. In the HDG process the steel wire is first pulled through a series of acid baths and 

water rinses to prepare it for galvanizing. After the wire has been thoroughly cleaned it is 

dipped in a bath of molten zinc. The wire surfaces from the bath with a uniform zinc alloy 

coating that is tightly bonded to the wire providing superior corrosion protection.

What type of galvanizing process does Riverdale use?
Riverdale Mills is known globally as the industry leader for galvanized after welding (GAW) 

and PVC coated wire mesh products due to our proprietary manufacturing methods. 

Riverdale can produce GBW by request for custom applications not intended for use in marine 

markets. It is important to note that GBW products are not recommended for use in or around 

saltwater where they have proven to rapidly decay and fail. All of Riverdale’s Aquamesh® 

welded wire mesh products are GAW and coated with a marine-grade PVC, guaranteeing a 

How does Galvanizing After Welding better protect steel 
from corrosion?
The zinc used in the galvanizing process provides a barrier between the steel and corrosive 

elements in the atmosphere. Galvanizing the wire after it is welded is the safeguard that 

inhibits moisture, corrosive chlorides and sulfides to attack the steel at the welded joints 

where it is most vulnerable to corrosion. Zinc is anodic to steel, meaning it will corrode before 

the steel does, thus a heavy coating of zinc ensures that the steel will not prematurely decay.

Will I be able to easily identify if my wire mesh is GBW or GAW?
Visually identifying what type of welded wire mesh you are using can be difficult, especially 

if the wire in question is plastic or vinyl coated. In order to determine what type of wire you 

are using you will need to look closely at the welded locations and if the wire is coated you 

will first need to carefully scrape off the coating to expose the steel wire underneath at the 

intersection of the wire. If the welded joint is exposed and you can see burn marks, it is GBW. 

If the welded joint looks slightly rounded due to the zinc layer and there are no viable burn 

spots it is most likely GAW.

Visit us online at www.riverdale.com learn more about our GAW wire mesh products. If you have 

questions or need assistance in selecting the appropriate product for your application, please call us 

at 1.800.762.6374 or 508.234.8715 to speak with a member of our dedicated sales support team. 

Aquamesh® is manufactured in the USA from high-grade premium steel that is hot-dip 

galvanized after welding with a thick layer of zinc that completely surrounds the weld to 

prevent the steel from corroding. The wire is then covered with our proprietary marine grade 

PVC coating that is fuse-bonded to the wire forming a protective layer that adheres to the 

wire and will not peel or strip in salt water environments. Aquamesh® has also been proven 

to resist algae and fouling especially when used for aquaculture applications. For the last 35 

years Aquamesh® has been the standard material used to make lobster traps, crab pots and 

shellfish trays, not only in North America but all around the world.

Manufacturing Process

Aquamesh® The GAW Difference Frequently Asked Questions

Advantages
Galvanized After Welding & 
PVC Coated 
Specifically designed and manufactured using 

advanced Galvanizing After Welding and PVC 

coating methods to maximize durability and 

longevity in the harshest marine environments

 Lower Cost of Ownership
The corrosion resistant protective coating 

does not break, peel, strip or crack reducing 

the need for costly and frequent repairs  

and replacements

Made in the USA
Engineered and manufactured right in 

Massachusetts by a local workers who know the 

importance of using high quality marine grade 

wire in harsh marine environments

High Tensile 
Steel Wire

99% Pure Zinc
Galvanizing

Exclusive
Bonding Agent

Marine Grade 
PVC Coating

Aquamesh® Wire 

GAW & 
PVC Coated
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